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• Jets and Winds
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• UCHII Regions

• CORNISH Surveys



Staff at Leeds

• 8 Academic staff in Astrophysics Group

• All work mainly on star and planet formation

• 4 observers covering radio, mm and opt/IR wavebands

• 4 theorists doing numerical simulation 

• 5 Postdoctoral researchers

• 15 Postgraduate researchers

• Links with Schools of Applied Mathematics and Chemistry



Krumholz et al (2007) 3D AMR radiation-hydrodynamics

Massive Star Formation



Accretion Discs & Ionized Jets

Cep A2 (Patel et al. 2005)Kuiper et al (2015) 



e-MERLIN

• 6 x 25 m + 1 x 76 m dishes

• 200 km baselines

• 40 mas resolution at 5-7 

GHz

• Legacy Survey Programme 

on Feedback in Massive 

Star Formation

• Examine jets and winds as 

a function of age



Initial Results

• Highest resolution cm-wave view of a high-mass 

protostellar jet to date

• Test driving and collimation mechanisms



Magnetic Fields via Masers

Cep A2 (Patel et al. 2005)

Jet speed ~ 500 kms-1 from proper motions

Methanol maser polarization 

giving 3D B field

(Vlemmings et al. 2010)



Spectral Index Maps

The RMS survey: A search for ionized jets towards massive young stellar objects 25
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Figure B3. The 9GHz radio contours overlaid on an RGB (8.0µm,

4.5µm and 3.6µm) composite image of existing GLIMPSE data for

G310.1420+00.7583A. Contours step up from 4σ by a factor of
√

3 per

level and negative (-4σ) contours are dashed. Other annotations have the

same meanings as in Figure C1.

may be suggestive of a second source in the region, or a working surface

located in the cavity walls, which the edges of the ionized jet act upon.

G310.1420+00.7583A

This source is associated with IRAS 13484–6100 and is in close proxim-

ity (∼ 8′ ′ offset) to a cometary UCHII (G310.1420+00.7583B). Different

masing species (OH, H2O and CH3 OH at 6.7 GHz) have been detected to-

wards this source (Walsh et al. (1998), Urquhart et al. (2009) and Green

et al. (2012) respectively). Caratti o Garatti et al. (2015) observed IRAS

13484–6100 in the near infrared and detected two knots of H2 emission

(blue circles in Figure B3), one of which displayed Brγ emission indicative

of strong dissociative shocks (‘knot 1’) where the shock velocities exceeded

90 km s− 1 within a medium of density ∼ 105cm− 3 . Inferred jet proper-

ties included a length of 0.4pc, precession of 17◦ and electron density of

ne = (4 ± 1) × 104 cm− 3 . An extended green object was detected offset

to knot 1 by ∼ 16′ ′ at a PA of 57◦ (Cyganowski et al. 2008).

From the observations presented here, we believe this to be an ion-

ized jet displaying both thermal and non-thermal emission. The thermal

components (B and A1) represent the ionized material closest to the ac-

creting disc, while other components represent working surfaces impinged

upon by the jet, producing ionizing shocks in a magnetic field. The shock

scenario is supported by the extended emission at 4.5µm which coincides

with the negative-α emission to the East and also the central source, A1.

The position angle of the jet (assuming A1 represents the MYSO itself) is

∼ 75± 4◦ (PA of B from A1), to which component D is slightly offset (PA

of ∼ 82 ± 2◦ from A1). This may be an indication of precession in the jet,

which (assuming a jet velocity of 500km s− 1 and no inclination to the line

of sight) represents a precession rate of 0.01◦ yr− 1 .

G313.7654-00.8620

Associated with the IRAS point source IRAS 14212–6131, this object has

a 13 CO outflow detection (Urquhart et al. 2007), CS with linewidths of

5.3 km s− 1 (Bronfman et al. 1996), masers (OH and 6.7 GHz methanol)

Figure B4. A map of the spectral index (between 5.5 and 9GHz) for

G310.1420+00.7583A (left) and the associated errors in the spectral index

(right). The restoring beams (blue) used for both the 5.5GHz and 9GHz data

were identical, in the production of the spectral index maps. Grey contours

represent the flux densities at 9GHz starting at 8.0× 10− 5 Jy/beam (5σ),

and scaling by a factor of
√

5 for each subsequent contour.
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Figure B5. The 9GHz radio contours overlaid on an RGB (8.0µm, 4.5µm

and 3.6µm) composite image of existing GLIMPSE data for G313.7654-

00.8620. Contours step up from 3σ (where σ = 1.58× 10− 5Jy/beam by a

factor of
√

3 per level.

and a mm-core offset ∼ 37′ ′ (Faúndez et al. 2004)) from the MSX point

source position. Caratti o Garatti et al. (2015) detected 4 knots of H2 emis-

sion which, if tracing a jet, show evidence of a precession in the jet’s axis of

32◦ . Knot 1 (closest to the MSX point source) has an inferred electron den-

sity of (1± 0.5)× 104 cm− 3 , while knot 4 (most distant) displays Brγ emis-

sion indicative of strong J-type shocks with a shock speed of ∼ 60km s− 1 .

Currently the jet axis is defined at a position angle of 125◦ , with a length

(on one side) of 1.4pc (Caratti o Garatti et al. 2015). GLIMPSE images (see

Figure B5) show diffuse emission in the direction of the H2 knot 1, an ex-

tended HII region to the south and two point sources within 5′ ′ of the MSX

point source position.

Our observations show at least 7 distinct lobes of emission at both

observing frequencies. The two lobes nearest the mid-infrared source at

5.5GHz, each split into two lobes at the 9 GHz (A1/A2 and B1/B2, see

c⃝ 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–??

Purser et al. (2016)



Polarization

HH80-81 (Carrasco-Gonzalez et al. 2010; 2013)



Mm-wave studies of discs

• We are starting to resolve the accretion discs themselves 

via dust continuum and molecular line emission with the 

Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA)

• 54 x 12m dishes + 12 x 7m dishes on baselines up to 16 

km

• 80 – 700 GHz giving resolution up to 10 milliarcseconds



Bipolar Outflow

Reflected light from blue-shifted lobe 

in near-IR 

Bipolar flow seen in mm-wave 

CO lines



Complex Accretion Dynamics

•



Goonhilly + e-Merlin

• Add southern dish to give higher resolution and extend 

usage to equatorial fields for joint ALMA studies

Heywood et al. 2011 arXiv1103.1214 



30 m ex-telecomms dishes



Radio Surveys for UCHII regions

• The Co-Ordinated Radio ‘N’ Infrared Survey for High-

mass star formation or CORNISH survey

• High spatial resolution 5 GHz surveys of the northern and 

southern Galactic plane using VLA and ATCA

• Targeting ultra-compact H II regions (movie)



Cometary H II Regions

• Cometary ultra-compact H II regions

• Similar morphology in radio and mid-Irr PAH emission



Velocity Structure

• Use RRLs to map out velocity structure in the ionized gas

• Use VLBI maser proper motions for molecular gas

DR 21 Immer et al. (2014) W3(OH)  Matsumoto et al. (2011) 



Galactic Population Synthesis

•

Draft - v1.0 Monday 26th September, 2016 – 16:40
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Fig. 4.13 Scatter plotsof angular size(top row) and physical size(bottomrow)

against integratedflux for simulated UCHII regions(left) and UCHII regions in

theCORNISH survey (right). Pointsareplottedover akernel density estimation,

whichusesScott’sRule(Scott, 2010) for bandwidthselection. Thesimulatedsurvey

wascompiled by sampling fromadistribution of local densitiesasdescribed in

section 4.3.5.

Fig. 4.14Distributionsof UCHII regionswithintegratedflux. Theredhistogramsare

distributionsof simulatedUCHII regionsthat wouldbeincludedintheCORNISH

survey andthebluehistogramswitherror barsshowtheCORNISH sample. The

simulatedsurvey wascompiledbysamplingfromadistributionof local densitiesas

described in section 4.3.5.



Summary

• Massive protostars

• Ionized jets and molecular 

accretion discs

• Ultra-compact HII regions

• Feedback and triggering

• Multi-wavelength surveys 

of the Galactic plane

• Radio surveys

• Simulations

• Hydrodynamic

• Radiative transfer


